FMS CPAIS Personal Property v. 1.13 Release Results
January 2020
All CRs were implemented successfully unless otherwise noted.

Change
Request
(Enhancements)

Description

Agency

ENHC0010183

Modify the Bulletin Board to include the
Transfer to Agency and Transfer to Org
data for Pending Transfer Action
messages. Also, modify the Bulletin Board
to include the Agency and Org of the asset
record when a record is specified in a
message.

ALL

01/08/2020

ENHC0010184

Create an option on the Main Menu that
allow users to access the Bulletin Board.
This option will be accessed via the System
Management -> Forms submenu.

ALL

01/08/2020

ALL

01/08/2020

ENHC0010185

Modify the property form so Federal
Supply Classification Code (FSC/BOC)
combination of BOC 3116, 3152, or 3160
and FSC 7010 or 7030 will enable the
Software tab. On the Software tab, the
Application Name, the Current Version No,
the Application Use, and Staff Owner
fields will be mandatory.
Also, modify the Property form so
FSC/BOC combination of BOC 3141 or
3190 and FSC 7010 or 7030 will enable the
Software tab, but the Application Name,
Current Version No, Application Use, and
Staff Owner fields will not be mandatory
on the Software tab.
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Change
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(Defects)
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Agency
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When the Notes form is accessed from the
Property form, users without edit access are
greeted with a “You can only view the notes”
message box. Modify the Notes form to
prevent the “You can only view the notes”
DFCT0010121 message box from appearing when a profile
without edit privileges opens the Notes
form. Also ensure that user access is verified
when an action such as query and data entry
is attempted.

ALL

01/08/2020

Modify the PMO and APO Inventory Status
DFCT0010132 Report to update the column name “APO
NANE” to “APO NAME.”

ALL

01/08/2020

ALL

01/08/2020

Currently, the History forms on the Property
form and the Staging Area Records form are
not picking up all the details when a field is
changed. Modify the History forms on the
Property and the Staging Area Records forms
to make sure that the field names are
recorded and displayed accurately when a
field change is made.

DFCT0010133 Additionally, the Property History form
displays the record type field as
“PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT TYPE” instead of
“TYPE” in the Field value. Modify the Property
History form to change the Field value from
“PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT TYPE” TO
“TYPE” when it records a record type change.

